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hile I’ve never been a massive fan of the
ocean, I’ve always held this romantic fantasy
of owning a boat one day. It’s one of those
champagne dreams, buying a luxury boat so I
can cruise along the Mediterranean coastline, explore the
canals of Amsterdam, glide along the waters of the Amazon
River – and really explore the extent to which international
waters signify lawlessness. A recurring daydream
that becomes more prevalent during the warmer months,
when the sun beats down and the alluring call of the vast
ocean pierces my consciousness.

Somewhere

Beyond the Sea
ONE SURE SIGN YOU’VE ACHIEVED LA DOLCE VITA IS BOAT OWNERSHIP – MASTERING THE
CURRENTS OF THE SEA AND FULFILLING CHILDHOOD DREAMS OF BECOMING A NOMADIC
PIRATE. BUT HOW DO YOU TURN THESE ASPIRATIONS INTO REALITY?
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But, alas, it’s probably one of those things that shall remain a
phantasm. Throughout the years, boats have progressed
from being icons of exploration and liberty to opulent status
symbols. Still, it can be a difﬁcult task deciding why, where
and how to purchase a boat – not to mention all those
niggling details like where to launch and moor, plus that
ceaseless cycle of maintenance that comes with ownership.
Darren Finkelstein, Dealer Principal and Co-Owner of St
Kilda Boat Sales, has recently completed his ﬁ rst book that
looks at the subject of purchasing your ﬁ rst boat. Honey, Let’s
Buy a Boat offers readers a detailed guide on how to go
about purchasing a boat and all the things potential buyers
must consider. “This is my ﬁ rst book,” Darren says. “I
decided to write it on the basis that we’ve been in
business for 10 years here at St Kilda Marina, and
as a boat-dealer and broker, the most regularly
asked questions my staff and I still get
confronted with is ‘How do I go about the
process? Where do I start? Who do I talk
to? Where do I get the right
information?’ That’s motivated me
to write the book.”
Before you can even go window
shopping, there is a variety of
aspects to boat ownership that
you must look at ﬁrst. “The

Find a collection of boat-dealers near
your location and go check them out
in person. Your mission is to go and
see as many boats as you can so you
know what’s out there and get an
indication of price.” - Mike Nash
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compliant. Is it going to be roadworthy? Does it match the compliance
requirements to go on an Australian road and get registered? The other
area that compliance goes into is things like power supplies in boats. The
US run off a 110-V system, while we’re running off 240 V, so all those
appliances in the boat itself and all that wiring are designed to take a
voltage that’s half as strong as we’re putting through. So things like
adaptors and converters are the little areas that tend to create problems.
When your adaptor gets overloaded, it can cause a ﬁ re, and the exercise of
boating becomes a bloody nightmare because you haven’t done it right.”
Importing a boat can be difﬁcult as you communicate across borders and
may not have the time or opportunity to inspect the vessel. If you decide to
source your boat locally, then look around; don’t rush the purchase. Mike
adds, “Find a collection of boat-dealers near your location and go check
them out in person. Your mission is to go and see as many boats as you can
so you know what’s out there and get an indication of price. I quite often
search on eBay and BoatPoint for boats by price range/size/location.”

The more you can maintain the
boat and the better you can look
after it, the more it will retain its
value and give you much more
reliability and safety while you’re
out on the water.” - Darren Finkelstein

Like any major purchase, you should be able to trust the person you’re
dealing with. Darren says, “I would strongly recommend buying from an
accredited boat-dealer. Accredited dealers meet speciﬁc requirements that
are set out by the boating industry associations, which are the parent
organisations that look after the industry. Each state has its own
representation that deals with government. They look at issues like
compliance and best practice. Plus, buying from an accredited dealer
means you’re buying from someone who has lifted themselves to a
standard which is audited and reviewed. It gives for a better level of
security in your purchase buying from someone that you can trust.”
Purchasing privately can still be secure; it’s just a matter of being diligent
with your research and thoroughly shopping around, Darren adds.
“Regardless of where you buy your boat from, whether it’s from a dealer or
it’s a private sale, get it checked out by an expert. Finding experts in each
of the states is a worthwhile task because ultimately it means you’re getting
an independent person who, as a buyer, you would hire and pay a
professional fee to get the boat checked out for you. And that’s checked out
from a land perspective while it’s on a trailer; but also in the water, a sea
trial, tested, put under load, having compressions done, having a look at the
service history, and seeing how the previous owner has maintained it, as well
as making sure that there are no surprises.”
There are numerous components that make up a boat and each should be
inspected to ensure function and longevity, as Mike illustrates: “When you
buy a boat, you have a huge investment in the engine. It is amazing how
much these things cost. It’s the most expensive part of the boat to repair or
replace, and it’s used in corrosive salt water. A nice-looking boat with an old
motor is a danger sign and money waiting to be spent. Try to get the boat in
your budget with the newest possible motor. Not only will it hopefully be

main thing you need to consider is why you want
a boat,” Darren emphasises. “Ask: what is it that
you’re trying to achieve? What is the appeal?
Where would you like to use it? And where might
you consider storing it? From there, you have to
look at things like, if it’s a trailer boat, is your car
suitably geared up to tow it. And if you’re
thinking of buying a bigger boat that you might
not tow, where do you think you might keep it.
Mike Nash is a boating enthusiast who is
responsible for the online boating resource
australianboatguide.com. He agrees with
Darren, noting, “The ﬁ rst thing I would
consider is whether or not you will enjoy
boating. I’d strongly recommend you hire a boat
ﬁ rst; and if your plans include boating with the
family, then take them with you to see how they
like it. The last thing that you’d want to do is
buy a boat you’ll never use, or can’t convince
the family to go on with you. Not only that, but
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taking your wife along may well result in you
getting a better boat that suits her tastes too.
How frequently do you think you will use the
boat, and what for? If you will use the boat for
an infrequent ﬁ shing trip, it could be better to
hire one or participate in a boat-share scheme.
If you use the boat every weekend, buying is a
far better option, in my opinion.”
It’s all a matter of weighing up your options and
being honest with yourself about this purchase.
Having as much information as possible will
only help you in your decisions, so be sure to
consider all avenues before taking the plunge.
Once you’ve gathered sufﬁcient information on
what you’re looking to buy, you need to consider
where you’re going to buy it from and ask
yourself whether to buy through a dealer,
privately, or follow the trend of importing a boat.
Importing a boat may seem appealing,

more reliable, but it will also likely be more fuel efﬁcient, environmentally
friendly, and quieter. My new E-TEC motor uses signiﬁcantly less fuel than
the 20-year-old Johnson which used to be on my boat – and the difference
in noise is just as astonishing.”
Owning a boat is a continual labour of love. It’s crucial that you’re
regularly servicing and maintaining it. “Maintenance is certainly an
ongoing requirement,” Darren stresses. “The more you can maintain the
boat and the better you can look after it, the more it will retain its value
and give you much more reliability and safety while you’re out on the
water. The maintenance requirements on a boat are really no different to
an automobile; they need to be serviced annually.
“Being stored in a marina environment and sitting in salt water means the
boat will need to be anti-fouled. Depending on where you’re located in
Australia, and based on the water temperature, anti-fouling needs to be
done at regular intervals. So, for example, here in Melbourne, we’re
ﬁ nding that our water is not warm; it’s fundamentally cold and averages
about 13 degrees a year, which means that an anti-foul will last you
somewhere between 12 and 18 months. But up north in Queensland, that
process can be halved; you’ll need to anti-foul the boat twice as often
because the average water temperature might be 23–24 degrees.”
They say the two greatest days in a boat-owner’s life are the day he buys it
and the day he sells it. Everything in between is a constant duality
between bliss and burden. However, it’s undeniable that boats are one of
those beautiful investments that provide an escape from the conﬁ nes of
work, family and life onshore.
It’s a big commitment, so be wary and heed the parting advice from one
with more experience. “Do your research. Don’t rush into it,” Darren
concludes. “Make sure it’s a family decision. Make sure that everybody
who’s going to enjoy the boat with you has an opportunity to talk about
what you want in the ﬁ rst place. Make sure everybody’s agreed on it;
carefully look around; go to an accredited dealer; and buy something
subject to an inspection.
“And enjoy boating, because it’s a family experience and life’s better with
a boat.”
For further information on buying your ﬁrst boat, be sure to scoop up a copy of Darren’s
book Honey, Let’s Buy a Boat, available in stores 1 October 2012.

particularly with the potential savings, but it
often ends up costing the buyer more than was
anticipated. Boat importation is becoming more
common, Darren highlights, particularly with
boats from the US. “There is certainly a
signiﬁcant attraction with the exchange rate of
the Australian dollar to the US, and the US
economy being in disarray where assets like
boats are being sold back into the market at
really attractive prices. But there are so many
stories of people just buying the wrong boat;
they’re not getting exactly what they thought
they were going to buy, or the information that
was offered to them to get their interest wasn’t
exactly the way the end product turned out to
be. So there were a lot of Australians that were
caught out by that exercise.
“Compliance is a real issue in boating and has
to be seen from different angles. The basic one
is whether or not the trailer to put the boat on is
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